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Trajectory Planning for
Constrained Parallel
Manipulators
This paper presents an algorithm for generating trajectories for multi-degree of free
spatial linkages, termed constrained parallel manipulators. These articulated system
formed by supporting a workpiece, or end-effector, with a set of serial chains, eac
which imposes a constraint on the end-effector. Our goal is to plan trajectories
systems that have workspaces ranging from two through five degrees-of-freedom.
done by specifying a goal trajectory and finding the system trajectory that comes c
to it using a dual quaternion metric. We enumerate these parallel mechanisms an
mulate a general numerical approach for their analysis and trajectory planning.
amples are provided to illustrate the results.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1623187#
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1 Introduction
In this paper we formulate a trajectory planning algorithm

parallel manipulators that have less than six degrees-of-freed
For our purposes, we assume that each supporting serial cha
the system imposes a constraint on the movement of the w
piece, or end-effector. Thus, no supporting chain has six-degr
of-freedom. The constraints imposed by each chain can be
signed to provide structural resistance to forces in one or m
directions, while allowing the system to move in other directio

There are six basic joints used in the construction of these
porting chains, and we enumerate their various combinations.
allows us to count the large number of assemblies available
constrained parallel manipulators.

We then formulate a general algorithm for the analysis of th
systems which uses the Jacobians the supporting chains. O
portance is the ability to compute a trajectory for the end-effec
of the system that approximates a specified trajectory while m
taining its kinematic constraints. The algorithm has been in
grated intoSYNTHETICA @1#, a Java based kinematic synthesis so
ware. And examples are provided to illustrate the results.

2 Literature Review
This research arises in the context of efforts to develop a s

ware system for the kinematic synthesis of spatial linkages@1#.
Kinematic synthesis theory yields designs for serial chains
guide a workpiece through a finite set of positions and orien
tions, see McCarthy@2#. These chains necessarily have less th
six degrees-of-freedom, and are often termed ‘‘constrained rob
systems.’’ Also see@2–5#.

The design process yields multiple serial chains that can re
the prescribed goal positions and provides the opportunity to
semble systems with parallel architecture. Analysis and simula
allows interactive evaluation these candidate designs. This fra
work for linkage design was introduced by Rubel and Kaufm
@6#, Erdman and Gustafson@7# and Waldron and Song@8#, and
later followed by Ruth and McCarthy@9# and Larochelle@10#.

Our focus is the challenge of animating the broad range
linkage systems that are not constrained to one degree
freedom, but do not have full six degrees-of-freedom of the us
parallel manipulator. Joshi and Tsai@11# call these systems ‘‘lim-
ited DOF parallel manipulators.’’ Examples are the recent stud

Contributed by the Mechanisms and Robotics Committee for publication in
JOURNAL OF MECHANICAL DESIGN. Manuscript received Aug. 2002; rev. Apri
2003. Associate Editor: M. Raghavan.
Copyright © 2Journal of Mechanical Design
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the 3-RPS system by Huang et al.@12#, the 3-PSP by Gregorio
and Parenti-Castelli@13#, and the double tripod by Hertz an
Hughes@14#.

Our work has a goal similar to that of Merlet’s@15# ‘‘Trajectory
Verifier’’ in that we define a trajectory and determine whether t
system can reach it. However, we also determine the closes
proaching system movement. This closest approaching trajec
is also described in Fluckiger’s@16# CINEGEN, however, we fo-
cus on constrained systems with parallel structure. Our appro
is to solve for the constrained parallel manipulator configurat
that comes closest at each frame in a specified trajectory.
key-frame interpolation scheme we use is presented in@17#, and
based on double quaternion formulation of Etzel and McCar
@18# and Ge et al.@19#. See also@20#.

3 Kinematics of Constrained Robots
The kinematic analysis of a constrained robot begins with

kinematics equations of its supporting serial chains. Each ch
can be modelled using 434 homogeneous transformations and t
Denavit-Hartenberg convention@21# to obtain the kinematic equa
tion

@K~uW !#5@Z~u1 ,d1!#@X~a12,a12!#

3@Z~u2 ,d2!# . . . @X~an21,n ,an21,n!#@Z~un ,dn!#,

(1)

where 2<n<5. @Z(•,•)# and @X(•,•)# denote screw displace
ments about thez andx-axes, respectively. The parameters (u,d)
define the movement at each joint and (a,a) are the twist angle
and length of each link, collectively known as the Denav
Hartenberg parameters.

Notice that a serial chain robot is usually defined in terms
revolute ~R! and prismatic~P! joints which have the kinematics
equations,

revolute: @R~u!#5@Z~u,2 !#, prismatic: @P~d!#5@Z~2,d!#.
(2)

The hyphen denotes parameters that are constant. For our
poses, we include four additional joints that are special assemb
of R andP joints, Table 1. They are:

i. the cylindric joint, denoted byC, which is aPR chain with
parallel axes, such that

@C~u,d!#5@Z~u,d!#; (3)

ii. the universal joint, denoted byT, which consists of two
revolute joints with axes that intersect in a right angle, that is

the
003 by ASME DECEMBER 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 709
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@T~u1,u2!#5@Z~u1,2 !#FXS 0,
p

2 D G@Z~u2,2 !#; (4)

iii. the spherical joint, denoted byS, which is constructed from
3R chain with axes that are intersect in a single point, given b

@S~u1,u2,u3!#5@Z~u1,2 !#FXS 0,
p

2 D G@Z~u2,0!#FXS 0,2
p

2 D G
3@Z~u3,2 !#; (5)

iv. the planar joint, denoted byE, has several constructions bu
is equivalent to a 2PR chain constructed so the axis of the rev
lute joint is perpendicular to the plane defined by the two pr
matic joints, given by

@E~u,v,u!#5@Z~2,u!#FXS 0,
p

2 D G@Z~0,v !#FXS 0,
p

2 D G@Z~u,2 !#.

(6)

The transformation along each link is@X(a j , j 11 ,aj , j 11)#, where
(a j , j 11 ,aj , j 11) define the dimensions of the chain.

If @K(uW i)# represents the kinematics equation of theith support-
ing chain of a constrained robotic system, then the kinema
equations for a system withk supporting chains are given by

Table 1 The six basic joints
710 Õ Vol. 125, DECEMBER 2003
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@D~uW i !#5@Gi #@K~uW i !#@Hi #,i 51,̄ ,k, (7)

where@Gi # locates the base of theith chain in the fixed frameF,
and @Hi # locates the workpieceM relative to the last link frame
of chain i.

Each of the kinematics equations of a constrained robot
poses a constraint on the movement of the workpiece. Our go
to provide a numerical solution to these equations~7! in order to
simulate this movement.

4 Enumeration of Constrained Parallel Manipulators
Using the basic jointsR, P, C, T, S and E, it is possible enu-

merate all serial chains that constrain an end-effector, and th
fore all of the constrained robots that our kinematics equati
define. Tsai@22# presents enumeration theory for the design
mechanical systems. Also see@23#.

Recall that the freedomF of the end-effector of a serial chain i
the sum of the degree-of-freedomf j at each joint. We define
degree-of-constraintU562F as the number of constraints on th
end-effector imposed by the serial chain, that is a serial chain w
n joints has

U562(
j 51

n

f j . (8)

If a single R or P joint supports the end-effector, thenU55,
and the system cannot have another supporting serial chain
cause an additional constraint eliminates movement of the e
effector. These two cases are considered to be trivial constra
robots. On the other hand, a serial chain with six or more degr
of-freedom hasU<0, and does not impose any constraint on t
end effector. Our interest is in serial chains with degree-
constraint 1<U<4, that is those that have freedom 2<F<5.

4.1 Supporting Serial Chains. We first categorize the sup
porting serial chains by their degree-of-constraintU. Within each
category, we define the class of serial chains based only on
presence of various joints, independent of the order of the jo
along the chain. Note that a serial chain can have no more
three prismatic joints. Furthermore, theC andE joints contain the
equivalent of one and two prismatic joints respectively, whi
must be accommodated in the enumeration.

After determining all the classes of chains, we permute
joints to obtain various chains. The number of permutations
each class can be evaluated using the formula

n!

nR!nP!nC!nT!nS!nE!
, (9)

where n is the number joints in the chain, andnR denotes the
number of revolute joints, and so on for the other joints, as w
The result is that we have six serial chains in category IV, 18
category III, 51 in category II, and 139 in category I; see Table

4.2 Parallel Assemblies. Consider a constrained paralle
manipulator withk chains, each of which imposesUi constraints,
then the mobilityM of the end-effector is

M562(
i 51

k

Ui . (10)

Notice that the degree-of-constraintC562M of the end-effector
can be computed as the sum of the constraints imposed by
individual chains.

Figures 1 and 2 show examples of the 2TPR and 3RPS c
strained parallel manipulators. Each of the TPR chain impo
two constraints therefore the parallel system 2TPR has
degrees-of-freedom. Similarly, the individual RPS chains imp
one constraint, which means the system 3RPS has three deg
of-freedom.
Transactions of the ASME
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We can list the parallel assemblies that impose a partic
degree-of-constraint by combining chains from the various c
egories. Lee and Tsai@24# enumerate parallel structures for m
chanical hands, but with identical supporting chains. For exam
4I denotes four supporting chains that impose one degree
constraint each. Similarly 2I-1II is a parallel assembly consist
of two chains that impose one constraint each, combined wi
third chain that imposes two constraints. Both systems provide
workpiece with two degrees-of-freedom of movement. Table
provides an exhaustive list of the various assembly categorie

The number of combinations of chains within each assem
category is easily determined. Consider the assembly catego

Table 2 Serial chains with four, three, two and one degrees-of-
constraint

Category Class Chains

IV 2R RR
~6! RP RP, PR

2P PP
C C
T T

III 3R RRR
~18! 2RP RRP, RPR, PRP

R2P RPP, PRP, PPR
RC RC, CR
RT RT, TR
3P PPP
PC PC, CP
PT PT, TP
S S
E E

II 4R RRRR
~51! 3RP RRRP, RRPR, RPRR, PRRR

2R2P RRPP, RPPR, PPRR, PRRP, PRPR, RPRP
2RC RRC, RCR, CRR
2RT RRT, RTR, TRR
R3P RPPP, PRPP, PPRP, PPPR
RPC RPC, RCP, PRC, PCR, CRP, CPR
RPT RPT, RTP, PRT, PTR, TRP, TPR
RS RS, SR
RE RE, ER
2PC PPC, PCP, CPP
2PT PPT, PTP, TPP
PS PS, SP
PE PE, EP
2C CC
CT CT, TC
2T TT

I 4RP RRRRP, RRRPR, RRPRR, RPRRR, PRRRR
~139! 3R2P RRRPP, RRPPR, RPPRR, PPRRR, PRPRR

PRRPR, PRRRP, RPRPR, RPRRP, RRPRP
3RC RRRC, RRCR, RCRR, CRRR
3RT RRRT, RRTR, RTRR, TRRR
2R3P PPPRR, PPRRP, PRRPP, RRPPP, RPRPP

RPPRP, RPPPR, PRPRP, PRPPR, PPRPR
2RPC RRPC, RRCP, RPRC, RPCR, RCRP, RCPR

PRRC, PRCR, PCRR, CRRP, CRPR, CPRR
2RPT RRPT, RRTP, RPRT, RPTR, RTRP, RTPR

PRRT, PRTR, PTRR, TRRP, TRPR, TPRR
2RS RRS, RSR, SRR
2RE RRE, RER, ERR
R2PC PPRC, PPCR, PRPC, PRCP, PCPR, PCRP

RPPC, RPCP, RCPP, CPPR, CPRP, CRPP
R2PT PPRT, PPTR, PRPT, PRTP, PTPR, PTRP

RPPT, RPTP, RTPP, TPPR, TPRP, TRPP
RPS RPS, RSP, PRS, PSR, SRP, SPR
RPE RPE, REP, PRE, PER, ERP, EPR
R2C RCC, CRC, CCR
RCT RCT, RTC, CRT, CTR, TRC, TCR
R2T RTT, TRT, TTR
3PT PPPT, PPTP, PTPP, TPPP
2PS PPS, PSP, SPP
P2C PCC, CPC, CCP
PCT PCT, PTC, CPT, CTP, TPC, TCP
P2T PTT, TPT, TTP
CS CS, SC
CE CE, EC
TS TS, ST
TE TE, ET
Journal of Mechanical Design
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consisting of four serial chains each of which imposes one c
straint. Recall that the number of serial chains in category I is 1
Therefore, the number of assemblies is the combination ofk54
chains taken from the list ofn5139 with repetitions allowed,
which is given by the formula

Ck
n1k215C4

13914215
~1391421!!

4!~13921!!
516,234,505. (11)

Applying this formula to each of the various assembly categor
we can compute the total number of 1–5 degree-of-freedom c
strained robotic systems. See Table 3.

Fig. 1 A TPR chain imposes two constraints, so a 2TPR spa-
tial linkage has two degrees-of-freedom

Fig. 2 An RPS chain imposes one constraint, so a 3RPS spa-
tial linkage has three degrees-of-freedom

Table 3 Enumeration of constrained parallel manipulators

Constraints Assembly Categories Total

5 5I, 3I-1II, 2I-1III, 1I-2II, 1I-1IV 487,990,859
4 4I, 2I-1II, 2II, 1I-1III, 1IV 16,734,569
3 3I, 1I-1II, 1III 464,417
2 2I, 1II 9,781
1 1I 139
DECEMBER 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 711
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5 Differential Kinematics
The trajectory of a pointp in the workpiece of a constraine

robot supported byk serial chains can be computed using t
kinematics equations of theith supporting chain as

P~ t !5@Gi #@K~uW i !#@Hi #p (12)

The velocityṖ of this point is given by

Ṗ5v1vW 3~P2d!, (13)

whered is the origin of the end-effector frameM , v is its velocity,
and vW is the angular velocity of this frame. The six-vectorV
5(v,vW )T is related to the joint rates of each supporting chain
the equation

V5@J1#uẆ 15¯5@Ji #uẆ i5¯5@Jk#uẆ k , (14)

where@Ji # is known as the Jacobian of theith chain. See@25# for
a similar approach to formulating the differential closure eq
tions by cutting a closed spatial chain at various links.

It is possible to show that the Jacobian forith serial chain takes
form
712 Õ Vol. 125, DECEMBER 2003
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S1 ¯ Sj ¯ ni

(15)

where ni is the number of joint variables in theith supporting
chain,Sj is the direction of thejth revolute joint axis andCj is a
point on this axis, measured in the base frameF. Furthermore, if
the jth revolute joint is replaced by a prismatic joint, then th
column vector (Sj3(d2Cj ),Sj )

T is replaced by (Sj ,O)T. See
@20,2#.

The jointsC, T, S, andE are assemblies of revolute and pri
matic joints, therefore the Jacobians for serial chains with th
joints have the same structure as Eq.~15!. In our system, we have
integrated these higher order joints to facilitate simulation of m
complex system.

We now introduce dual quaternion parameters formulated a
eight dimensional vectorq5(q1 ,q2 ,q3 ,q4 ,q5 ,q6 ,q7 ,q8) to rep-
resent the position of the end-effector@26,27#. These parameters
provide a convenient formulation for key-frame interpolation,
well as for measurement of position error@17,18#. Let @D(q)#
5@R(q),d(q)# be the 434 homogeneous transform which locat
the end-effector, written in terms of the components of the d
quaternionq, such that the rotation matrix@R(q)# and translation
vectord~q! are given by,
@R~q!#5F q1
22q2

22q3
21q4

2 2~q1q22q3q4! 2~q1q31q2q4!

2~q1q21q3q4! 2q1
21q2

22q3
21q4

2 2~q2q32q1q4!

2~q1q32q2q4! 2~q2q31q1q4! 2q1
22q2

21q3
21q4

2
G (16)

and

d~q!5H 2~2q1q81q2q72q3q61q4q5!

2~2q1q72q2q81q3q51q4q6!

2~q1q62q2q52q3q81q4q7!
J . (17)

The velocityV of the end-effector is given by

V5@JE#q̇, (18)

where@JE# is the 638 matrix

@JE#53
22q8 2q7 22q6 2q5 2q4 22q3 2q2 22q1

22q7 22q8 2q5 2q6 2q3 2q4 22q1 22q2

2q6 22q5 22q8 2q7 22q2 2q1 2q4 22q3

2q4 22q3 2q2 22q1 0 0 0 0

2q3 2q4 22q1 22q2 0 0 0 0

22q2 2q1 2q4 22q3 0 0 0 0

4 (19)
e

These equations are augmented by the derivatives of the two
quaternion constraint equationsq1

21q2
21q3

21q4
251 and q1q5

1q2q61q3q71q4q850, which becomes

H0
0J 5H 2q1 2q2 2q3 2q4 0 0 0 0

q5 q6 q7 q8 q1 q2 q3 q4
J q̇5@C#q̇.

(20)

We now use the Eq.~14! and Eq.~18! together with the differen-
tial quaternion constraints Eq.~20! to define the differential kine-
matics equations for the constrained robot. Approximate the
rivatives in these equations to obtain a linearized set of clos
equations
dual

de-
ure

F @J1# 0 ¯ 0 2@JE#

@J2# ¯ 0 2@JE#

] ] ] ] ]

0 0 ¯ @Jk# 2@JE#

0 0 ¯ 0 @C#

G 5 DuW 1

DuW 2

]

DuW k

Dq
6 55

EW 1

EW 2

]

EW k

EW c

6 ,

(21)

which we write as

@A#Dr5E. (22)

The vectorsEW i , i 51,̄ k, define the difference between th
position of the end-effector defined byq and its position defined
by joint parametersuW i of the ith chain. We computeEW i from the
difference of the 434 matrices @D(uW i)#5@R(uW i),d(uW i)# and
@D(q)#5@R(q),d(q)#. In particular, we have
Transactions of the ASME
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EW i5H d~uW i !2d~q!

DfW i
J , (23)

where DfW i is the 331 vector constructed from the skew
symmetric part of the matrix

@DF i #5@R~uW i !2R~q!#@R~q!#T. (24)

The termEW c is the difference between the dual quaternion co
straint equations and their required values, given by

EW c5 H q1
21q2

21q3
21q4

221
q1q51q2q61q3q71q4q8

J . (25)

The coefficient matrix@A# in Eq. ~22! consists ofm56k12
rows andn581( ni columns, whereni is the number of joint
variables in theith supporting chain as stated before. The diff
ence between these two is the mobilityM of the system, that is

M5n2m5S 81(
i 51

k

ni D 2~6k12!562(
i 51

k

~62ni !.

(26)

The definition of a constrained robot requires that 1<M<5.

6 Inverse Kinematics
The linearized closure Eq.~21! can be used to find the join

parameters for a constrained robot that positions its end-effect
or near a specified goal position, depending on whether this p
tion is inside or outside the workspace of the system. This give
cal Design
-

n-

r-

r at
osi-
us

the flexibility to specify a trajectory for the end-effector of th
constrained robot that may pass outside its workspace.

We follow Dietmaier and Pavlin@28# and use the singular valu
decomposition in the solution of these equations. Also see@16#.
The singular value decomposition of@A# is given by

@A#5@U#@S#@V#T, (27)

where@S# is anm3n matrix with the square roots of the eigen
values of@AAT#, denoteds i , along its main diagonal andn2m
columns of zeros. The associated eigenvectors form them3m
orthogonal matrix@U#. Let r<m be the rank of@A#, then the first
r columns of then3n matrix @V# are obtained by normalizing the
vectors@A#Tui , whereui is the ith column of@U#. The remaining
n2r columns are constructed by Gram-Schmidt orthogonali
tion to spanRn and define the null-space of@A#.

For a given locationq of the end-effector and an estimate of th
joint parameters, denotedr i , we can solve the closure equation
to determine an updated parameter vector,r i 11 . This is done by
computing the pseudoinverse of@A#1 using the singular value
decomposition

r i 115r i1@V#@S#1@U#TE, (28)

where@S#1 is then3m matrix with 1/s i along its main diagonal
and n2r rows of zeros. This provides the minimum norm sol
tion vector r i 11 , which we iterate until the error vectorE be-
comes less than a prescribed tolerance.
DECEMBER 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 713
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7 Trajectory Planning
In order to plan the movement of a constrained robotic syste

the user specifies a trajectory@T(t i)# consisting of a set of posi-
tions obtained by key frame interpolation, wherei 51,̄ N de-
notes the interpolation frame count. Our goal is to have the e
effector of the constrained robot follow this trajectory as close
as possible.

For each frame@T(t i)#, let gi be the associated dual quaternion
We seek the end-effector positionqi that minimizes ugi2qi u,
which is the same as minimizing the objective function,

f ~qi !5~qi2gi !•~qi2gi !/2, (29)

subject to constraints imposed by the kinematics equations~7!.
The gradient of the objective functionf (qi) yields

¹ f ~qi !5~qi2gi !, (30)

which we project onto the null space of the constraint equatio
defined by@A# in Eq. ~21!. The negative of the gradient¹ f is the
direction in which the objective functionf (qi) decreases.

The null space of@A# defines the feasible directions for change
to the parameter vectorr . This null space is obtained from the
singular value decomposition Eq.~27! as the lastn2r vectors of
the matrix @V#. Denote these orthonormal vectors aswW j , j
51,̄ ,n2r , so we have then3(n2r ) matrix @W#. The projec-
tion of 2¹ f onto this null space is

a5@W#T~gi2qi !, (31)

wheregi and qi are augmented byn28 zeros. The result is the
incremental parameter vectorDr5@W#a. We then use the numeri-
cal inverse kinematics Eq.~28! to update the parameter vectorr so
that it satisfies the constraint equations.

Fig. 4 Example of the trajectory of a 2TPR linkage that ap-
proximates a specified trajectory

Table 4 The Denavit-Hartenberg parameters for the TPR chain

Joint a a u d

1 ¯ ¯ u1 0
2 290° 0 u2 0
3 45° 1 0 d3
4 45° 1 u4 0

Table 5 The base and gripper frames of a 2TPR system

x y z Longitude Latitude Roll

G1 21.000 21.000 0.000 30.00° 0.00° 0.00°
H1 20.103 0.550 0.666 69.58° 257.08° 255.21°
G2 1.000 1.000 0.000 0.00° 45.00° 0.00°
H2 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.00° 0.00° 0.00°
714 Õ Vol. 125, DECEMBER 2003
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This procedure is iterated until the objective function reache
local minimum. See Fig. 3.

8 Numerical Examples

8.1 2TPR System. To demonstrate this algorithm conside
2TPR constrained parallel manipulator shown in Fig. 4. Table
defines the Denavit-Hartenberg parameters for the two T
chains. The locations of the base and gripper frames for these
chains are specified by the translation vector and three an
given in Table 5.

The darker trajectory is specified by Bezier interpolation
key-frames at the beginning and the end and one in the mid
Notice that initial and final positions are reachable by the 2T
manipulator, but that the remainder of the trajectory is outside
workspace of this system. The lighter color trajectory denotes
approximation to this path as determined by the planning al
rithm.

8.1 3RPS System. Another example of a constrained para
lel manipulator is defined by the 3RPS system shown in Fig.
The Denavit-Hartenberg parameters of the three supporting s
chains are given in Table 6. The locations of the base and grip
frames for these three chains are specified by the translation
tor and three angles given in Table 7.

Fig. 5 Example of the trajectory of a 3RPS linkage that ap-
proximates a specified movement

Table 6 The Denavit-Hartenberg parameters for the RPS chain

Joint a a u d

1 ¯ ¯ u1 0
2 90° 0 0 d2
3 0 0 u3 0
4 90° 0 u4 0
5 290° 0 u5 0

Table 7 The base and gripper frames of a 3RPS system

x y z Longitude Latitude Roll

G1 20.500 20.866 0.000 290.00 30.00 90.00
H1 0.571 0.000 0.223 241.00 0.00 260.00
G2 1.003 0.000 0.000 2180.00 290.00 0.00
H2 0.571 0.000 0.223 241.00 0.00 180.00
G3 20.500 0.866 0.000 90.00 30.00 290.00
H3 0.571 0.000 0.223 241.00 0.00 0.00
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 6 The user interface for the SYNTHETICA software system
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As in the previous example the darker trajectory is specified
Bezier interpolation of a set of key-frames. The lighter trajecto
is the approximation that is reachable by the 3RPS manipula

This algorithm is integrated into SYNTHETICA, a Java-bas
kinematic synthesis software under development at UCI, Fig
The software is available online at http://synthetica.eng.uci.e
;mccarthy/. These examples were run on a 1.5GHz Pentiu
and required less than 10 sec to compute a 33 frame trajectory
display the results.

9 Conclusions
This paper presents an algorithm for the analysis of constra

parallel manipulators for use in kinematic synthesis software.
elementary enumeration shows that there is a wide range of t
devices, and our formulation is tailored to accommodate this
riety. An important feature is the ability to specify a trajectory f
the end-effector without considering the constrained workspac
the system. The algorithm finds a sequence of end-effector p
tions and joint parameter values that satisfy the kinematic c
straints and approximate the specified trajectory. This result h
lights the unique challenges of robotic systems with less than
degrees-of-freedom.

10 Conclusions
The authors gratefully acknowledge contributions Curtis C

lins and Alba Perez to the SYNTHETICA project and the supp
of the National Science Foundation.
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